ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove the following generalizations of known theorems about hypersurfaces in R": Let M be a hypersurface in a Hilbert space. The main tool in these theorems is Smale's infinite dimensional Sard's theorem.
The following lemma may be proved by a straightforward computation:
Lemma 2.1. G(AA, k) is a C°° manifold with the structure given by (1). Moreover, ¡'/Of AVj C N 2, G(H, k, N 2) is an embedded C°° submanifold of G(H, k, zVj); and G(H, k, AVj), of G(H,.k).
Whenever for L 6 G(AA, k) and tf(x) £ L we have (L -cf(x)) + Tx = AA we will say that L and M are transverse at x (or at ef(x)).
For any N £ G(H, n), n < k, let S(H, k, N) C Hk~n be the set of (k -72>tupleŝ 72 + 1'' " ' Pk) e Hk~" such that '/V' P" +i ' * •• ' Pz.! is in general position. We will also write S(H, k) tot S(H, k, 0). This will be standard notation throughout this paper. We also introduce A :
The following lemma is easy to prove:
Lemma 2.2. If N £ G(H, n), k < n, then S(H, k, N) is a fibre bundle over G (H, k, N) with projection A and a fibre of dimension k(k -n). Finally, throughout this paper we will also let S y(H, k, N) C M x £ denote the set of (k -22)-tuples (x, pn . .. ,pk) e M x Hk~n~ l so that (£(*), pn+2, ■■■, Pk) eS(£, k, N).
With Sj(£, k, N) we associate the mapping Aj : dAyiu, un + 2, ■■■,uk) = íftd¿;íu), ñíun + 2), ..., UXuk)).
Hence, In the case N = p, the condition that N and M be transverse is that p 4 M.
We have the following stronger theorem for this case:
Theorem 2.7. For any p £ H, the set
is of the first category in G'H, k, p).
Proof. As in the preceding theorem, To prove it we need a lemma. Let v(x) denote a unit normal to çf(M) at x £ M. (ii) ¿JÍM) C H is the boundary of a convex body in H; in particular, ¿; embeds M topologically as a closed subset of H.
(iii) M is homeomorphic to H x Sn for some integer n > 0.
Proof. We shall let x. and o C Mx be a point and a plane section at x. at which the sectional curvature is strictly positive.
(a) Suppose first that <f is not one-to-one. Say £(y.) = (f(yA = q £ H. By (e) Let C be the convex hull of ÇÎM). We want to show that ¿;ÍM) C dC. If for each such L the component of çf~ (L) containing x maps into a line, the theorem is finished. For then çf-l(L) must be a geodesic, and thus for a dense subset of the unit tangent space M (1), the corresponding geodesies would be
